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Alterations in the expression of a neurodevelopmental gene
exert long-lasting effects on cognitive-emotional phenotypes
and functional brain networks: translational evidence from the
stress-resilient Ahi1 knockout mouse
A Lotan1,5, T Lifschytz1,5, B Mernick1,4, O Lory2, E Levi3, E Ben-Shimol2, G Goelman2 and B Lerer1

Many psychiatric disorders are highly heritable and may represent the clinical outcome of early aberrations in the formation of
neural networks. The placement of brain connectivity as an ‘intermediate phenotype’ renders it an attractive target for exploring its
interaction with genomics and behavior. Given the complexity of genetic make up and phenotypic heterogeneity in humans,
translational studies are indicated. Recently, we demonstrated that a mouse model with heterozygous knockout of the key
neurodevelopmental gene Ahi1 displays a consistent stress-resilient phenotype. Extending these data, the current research
describes our multi-faceted effort to link early variations in Ahi1 expression with long-term consequences for functional brain
networks and cognitive-emotional phenotypes. By combining behavioral paradigms with graph-based analysis of whole-brain
functional networks, and then cross-validating the data with robust neuroinformatic data sets, our research suggests that
physiological variation in gene expression during neurodevelopment is eventually translated into a continuum of global network
metrics that serve as intermediate phenotypes. Within this framework, we suggest that organization of functional brain networks
may result, in part, from an adaptive trade-off between efficiency and resilience, ultimately culminating in a phenotypic diversity
that encompasses dimensions such as emotional regulation and cognitive function.
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INTRODUCTION
Many psychiatric disorders are highly heritable and are likely to
represent the clinical outcome of aberrations in the formation of
brain architecture in utero or during early postnatal life.1 Given
their strong genetic underpinnings,2 measures of network
topology have been implicated as intermediate phenotypes that
indicate the genetic risk for neuropsychiatric disorders.3 In recent
years, graph-theory-based complex network analysis, which
describes important properties of complex systems by quantifying
topologies of their respective network representations, has been
increasingly used in the study of structural and functional
organization of the nervous system.4 By treating the brain as
one integrated network, this analysis asks whether the architec-
ture of communication patterns within that network is altered
under various conditions and disorders.5

The placement of brain connectivity as an ‘intermediate
phenotype’ positioned between genetics and behavior renders it
an attractive target for studies that link networks across levels,
from molecules to neurons and brain systems.6 Moreover, the
emergence of comprehensive data sets on gene expression and
brain networks in healthy and affected individuals offers the
possibility of addressing new questions regarding the interaction
of brain connectivity with genomics and behavior, including

its dysregulation, as a possible trigger of brain disorders.7–9

However, the complexity of genetic makeup, in conjunction
with pronounced phenotypic heterogeneity, greatly complicates
such systematic attempts.10 Translational studies using inbred or
genetically modified mice could help bridge such major gaps.11–14

From this perspective, the Abelson helper integration site-1
(Ahi1) knockout mouse emerges as a promising model for gaining
mechanistic insights into how functional (dis)organization of
mature brain networks, accompanied by corresponding beha-
vioral phenotypes, had been established by earlier developmental
abnormalities. Ahi1 protein, Jouberin, is highly expressed in
mammals throughout the developing brain, with lower expression
continuing into adulthood.15 Although conserved in mammals,
Jouberin’s accelerated evolution in the human lineage indicates a
role in cognitive (dys)function.16 Recent converging data empha-
size Ahi1’s extensive developmental role, from essential cellular
signaling organelles, such as the primary cilium, to neuronal
networks and complex organ systems.17–22 Previous work by our
group discovered significant association of AHI1 with schizo-
phrenia,23,24 which was later replicated in large European case–
control samples.25,26 In addition, associations of AHI1 with autism
and mood disorders have been reported.27,28 Notably, modest
alterations in AHI1 expression have been implicated in both
schizophrenia and autism.29,30
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Recently, we performed comprehensive behavioral phenotyp-
ing of the heterozygous Ahi1 knockout (Ahi1+/− ) mouse, which
displayed diminished, rather than absent, Ahi1 expression.
Although we had not observed significant between-genotype
differences in physical characteristics or gross brain morphology,
we presented consistent evidence implicating underexpression of
the Ahi1 gene during neurodevelopment in relative resilience to
various stressors during adulthood.31 This resilience manifested as
an anxiolytic-like phenotype across several paradigms that
involved exposure to environmental stress and was accompanied
by a blunted response of the autonomic nervous system and the
hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis. Based on seed-voxel correla-
tions derived from functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI),
functional disconnectivity between the amygdala and other brain
regions involved in processing of anxiogenic stimuli was
suggested as an underlying mechanism for this phenotype.32

Although these data contributed to understanding the genetic
basis of emotional regulation and its associated neurocircuitry, we
did not correlate gene expression and behavior with the global
organization of brain networks. Moreover, we focused mainly on
emotional phenotypes and treated Ahi1 expression dichotomously
rather than as a continuum.
In this paper, we describe a multi-modal effort to link early

variations in expression of the neurodevelopmental gene, Ahi1, to
long-term effects on cognitive-emotional phenotypes and func-
tional brain networks. In the present report: (i) We add the
cognitive-emotional interface to the stress-resilient behavioral
phenotypes previously reported in relation to our Ahi1+/− mouse,
showing that although its cognitive performance is diminished
overall, it may have an advantage in highly stressogenic scenarios.
Then, by analyzing data from a comprehensive neuroinformatic
database of inbred mouse strains,33 we corroborate and extend
the behavioral data by (ii) demonstrating that lower neocortical
Ahi1 expression during neurodevelopment is associated with
diminished capacity for associative learning in adulthood and by
(iii) suggesting that the latter may arise from polymorphisms in a
trans-acting major regulatory element that modulates the expres-
sion of several functionally related genes during neurodevelop-
ment. (iv) Finally, we assess the global topology of whole-brain
networks using resting-state fMRI, to reveal that networks derived
from Ahi1+/− mice display higher assortativity but lower hierarchy
compared with the Ahi1+/+ networks.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Generation of the Ahi1+/− mouse line
As previously described, chimeric male mice carrying a gene trap vector34

at the Ahi1 locus were backcrossed with WT C57BL/6 females to generate
heterozygous Ahi1 knockout mice (Ahi1+/− ).31 Ahi1+/− males were then
backcrossed to wild-type (Ahi1+/+) females for over eight generations in
order to achieve homogenous background. As previously reported,
Ahi1+/− mice displayed a ~ 50% reduction in Jouberin (Ahi1 protein)
levels at postnatal day 3,31 corresponding to the neurodevelopmental
window when Jouberin is most critical.35 This between-genotype
difference was no longer present in adulthood, when Ahi1 expression
falls dramatically. For the current experiments, we used a wild-type×
heterozygous breeding scheme. By using littermates as controls, biases
due to maternal effects are minimized. All animal procedures were
approved by the Hebrew University Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee.

Design of animal experiments
Prior to behavioral testing, mice were housed at the Hebrew University
Reproduction Unit under specific pathogen-free conditions with a 12-h
light/dark cycle. Food and water were provided ad libitum. All experiments
were conducted during morning hours (0900–1200 hours). Two-month-old
male mice underwent the following tests: (i) Open field (OF) and swim-to-
visible platform task (n= 25); (ii) novel object recognition (n=16); and (iii)
fear conditioning (n= 30). Experiments were conducted in a fixed order

and on separate days using counterbalanced groups. In the behavioral
experiments, animals were tracked with a video camera positioned
overhead and data were extracted with Ethovision (Noldus Information
Technologies, Wageningen, The Netherlands). For the graph-based study
of functional brain networks, imaging data that had been previously
acquired31 was re-analyzed using the relevant mathematical tools (n= 25).

Behavioral measures
Open field. The apparatus consisted of a square arena measuring
50× 50× 33 cm3 under 15 lux illumination. Mice from both genotypes
were allowed to explore the arena for 6 min. Time spent in the central zone
of the arena (10 × 10 cm2) was calculated.

Swim-to-visible platform task. Modified from Beiko et al.,36 a platform
(15 × 15 cm2) was placed inside the center of a round (120 cm diameter)
pool, protruding 2 cm above the surface of the water and marked by a 10-
cm tall flag. Each mouse was placed in the pool once and allowed a
maximum of 120 s to locate the platform. Escape latency, distance
travelled and percentage of time spent in the peripheral 20 cm ring were
calculated.

Novel object recognition test. In the one-trial non-matching-to-sample
object recognition task,37 mice were allowed to explore two ‘identical’
to-be-familiarized (sample) objects for 10 min. After 1 h, mice were
returned to the apparatus, which now contained one familiar object and
a novel object. Discrimination ratio was defined as the novel object
interaction duration divided by the total duration of interaction with both
objects during a 5-min test session. As stress and novelty can adversely
affect object interaction and hence object recognition, mice were handled
daily for 3 days and habituated to the test arena before the experiment.

Fear conditioning. Training was conducted in a conditioning chamber
(19 × 25 × 19 cm3) equipped with black methacrylate walls, transparent
front door, a speaker and grid floor, placed inside an outer sound-
attenuating chamber (StartFear System, Panlab, Holliston, MA, USA). A
computer program (PACKWIN 2.0, Panlab) controlled the audio generator
to deliver the tone and the shock generator, wired to the grid floor, which
generated a scrambled foot-shock. Following a similar design to that
described by Licht et al.,38 fear conditioning to both context and cue was
evaluated 24 h after the conditioning procedure (see Supplementary
Methods for further details).

Measuring the relationship between Ahi1 expression and fear
learning across the BXD recombinant inbred strains
We employed GeneNetwork (http://www.genenetwork.org), a website that
integrates data sets of complex traits with software for quantifying
correlations among traits.33,39 The data sets include both biological traits—
neuroanatomical, pharmacological, and behavioral—and microarray-based
gene expression data from numerous brain regions across recombinant
inbred (RI) lines, which were generated by crosses of C57BL/6J and DBA/2
(BXD) inbred strains. Each of the BXD strains is a unique ‘mosaic’ of
chromosomal segments inherited from either the B or D progenitor
strain.40 A search function finds correlations between mRNA expression
and biological traits.33 Further details depicting the methodology used for
curating neocortical Ahi1 expression profiles and fear conditioning traits
and then inter-correlating them are provided in the Supplementary
Methods and in Supplementary Figure S1.

Mapping QTLs that modulate Ahi1 expression and fear learning
across the BXD RI strains
A quantitative trait loci (QTL) is a chromosome region that contains one or
more sequence variants that modulate the distribution of a variable trait
measured in a sample of genetically diverse individuals from an
interbreeding population. Differences in the expression of mRNA are often
treated as standard phenotypes, much like behavioral phenotypes.
However, QTLs of mRNAs (termed expression QTLs (eQTLs)) have the
unique property of (usually) having a single parent gene and genetic
location. An eQTL that maps to the location of the parent gene that
produces the mRNA is referred to as a cis-eQTL, while an eQTL that maps
far away from its parent gene is referred to as trans-eQTL.41 One of the
most powerful features of GeneNetwork is its ability to detect and
evaluate, both qualitatively and quantitatively, common and unique (e)
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QTLs for a set of traits that include both expression and behavior
phenotypes.33,42 In the current analysis, the following issues were
sequentially addressed: (i) eQTL mapping of neocortical Ahi1 expression
during the neonatal period; (ii) determining whether the major eQTL
regulating neonatal Ahi1 expression also serves as a QTL for associative
fear learning in adulthood; (iii) identifying genes within the developing
neocortex that share their major eQTL with Ahi1; (iv) enrichment analysis
based on these genes; and finally (v) Generation of QTL heat maps loaded
with traits that represent both the gene transcripts that comprise the
highly enriched Gene Ontology categories identified and the relevant fear
conditioning traits. Further details of the methodology used are provided
in Supplementary Methods.

Resting-state functional networks
Acquisition. As previously described,31 and in line with a recent report
using a similar methodology in rats,43 MRI measurements were performed
with a 4.7-T Bruker BioSpec scanner (Bruker Biospin, Ettlington, Germany)
using a Dotty quadrature mouse head coil (see Supplementary Methods
for further details).

Preprocessing. As previously described,31,43 functional data were first
processed in the SPM8 software (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/
spm8) using standard spatial preprocessing steps. Images were slice-time
corrected and realigned. Data with motion that was 40.2 mm (one voxel)
or that needed a rotation 4± 0.002° for their registrations were removed
from the analysis. At a second step, analysis was performed using the
custom-made IDL and MATLAB software. It included regression-out of the
six functions that are related to motion (from the SPM analysis), 2D non-
linear alignment of the MRI images to the mouse brain atlas,44 data
smoothing by a three-point-Gaussian kernel and band-pass filtering
(o0.01 to 40.1 Hz).

Generation of functional brain networks. Based on our previous
experience43 and current hypothesis, regions of interest (ROIs) scattered
throughout the brain were preselected. Representative ROIs within the
cortices, basal ganglia, limbic system and midbrain were included. Inter-
regional correlations in blood oxygenation-level dependent (BOLD) signal
between all ROIs were averaged across time using the above-mentioned
software. For improving normality, all correlation values underwent a
Fisher’s r-to-z transformation.

Graph-based analysis. For graph-theoretical analysis of neural networks
through fMRI, anatomical brain regions are considered as nodes, linked by
edges, which represent the connectivity measured by the temporal
correlation of BOLD signal fluctuations between the nodes.5 The
topological properties of the networks derived by thresholding the matrix
of inter-regional BOLD signal correlations depend on the choice of
threshold values.4 Our first effort was therefore to define a range of
thresholds that yielded fully connected networks with a small-world
topology.45 Next, we determined the assortativity46 and hierarchy47

coefficients for each individual network and compared means between
groups48 (see Supplementary Methods for further details).

Statistical analysis
In the behavioral tests, mean scores among Ahi1+/+ and Ahi1+/− mice were
compared using the non-paired samples t-test. In the fear conditioning
experiments that involved both genotype and conditioning-state as the
independent between- and within- group variables, respectively, mixed
analysis of variances were conducted. These were then followed by simple
effects analysis, depending on the statistical significance of the interaction
and the main effects.49 Both Pearson’s product–moment and Spearman
rank-order correlations were used for estimating relationships between
gene expression profiles and behavioral traits obtained from the BXD RI
strain database. In the graph-based network analysis, quantification of
local and global network metrics was performed using the MATLAB-based
graph-theoretical analysis toolbox for analyzing between-group differ-
ences in large-scale structural and functional brain networks.48 Between-
genotype group comparisons were performed using a bootstrap test for
non-paired samples (1000 permutations). Further details of the statistical
approaches used are provided in Supplementary Methods.

RESULTS
Behavioral experiments measuring the cognitive-emotional
interface
Besides replicating the previously reported anxiolytic-like
phenotype,31 these experiments were conducted in order to
explore cognitive aspects of the Ahi1 knockout mouse, with an
emphasis on the cognitive-emotional interface.

Anxiety and performance during exposure to a novel stressor.
When introduced into novel OF and Morris water maze (MWM)
arenas, naive Ahi1+/− mice displayed significantly lower thigmo-
tactic behavior compared with naive Ahi1+/+ mice (OF; t23 = 2.7,
P= 0.013 and MWM; t23 = 3.1, P= 0.005, respectively, Figures 1a–d).
During first-time MWM exposure, Ahi1+/− mice displayed superior
performance compared with Ahi1+/+ mice in the swim-to-visible
platform task, manifested as a shorter latency and a trend for
shorter distance to reach platform (t23 = 2.2, P=0.042 and t23 = 1.9,
P= 0.075, respectively, Figures 1e and f). Notably, travelling and
swimming velocities were similar across genotypes (Figures 1g and
h), indicating that differences in motor abilities did not account for
the superior performance of the Ahi1+/− mice in this task.

Learning in a low-stress environment. By choosing a small
apparatus with which the animals have been familiarized during
pretraining, the OF situation which evokes anxiety- and stress-
related behaviors such as thigmotaxis can be minimized.50 Under
such conditions, the preference of Ahi1+/− mice for the novel
object during the novel object recognition test (NORT) was
significantly reduced compared with their Ahi1+/+ littermates, as
expressed by the corresponding difference score (−1.89 vs 4.00,
t8.8 = 2.9, P= 0.017) and discrimination ratio (0.44 vs 0.62, t8.2 = 3.0,
P= 0.016, Figure 2a).

Associative fear learning. Although passive defensive responses
such as freezing are reflexive, fear conditioning paradigms
measure the freezing response that takes place following pairing
of an unconditioned stimulus, such as foot shock, with a
conditioned stimulus.51 As such, fear conditioning to either
context or cue represents a form of associative learning that has
been extensively studied in many species.52 Using a mixed
analysis of variance design, with conditioning-state (habituation vs
training vs context test) and genotype as the within- and
between-subject variables, respectively, and freezing to context
(percentage) as the dependent variable, a significant interaction
was noted (F2,56 = 8.4, P= 0.0006, Figure 2b). Post-hoc analysis
revealed significant increases in freezing behavior during the
immediate postshock period (Bonferroni’s pairwise comparisons,
mean differences relative to habituation are 20.47 and 19.97
for Ahi1+/+ and Ahi1+/− mice, respectively, Po0.0005 for both
genotypes) and then again during the context test (mean
differences relative to postshock period are 53.59 and 33.43 for
wild-type and Ahi1+/− mice, respectively, Po0.0005 for both
genotypes). However, analysis of the simple main effect of
genotype at each conditioning-state level revealed that, while
freezing behavior was similar during habituation and postshock
periods, during the context test Ahi1+/− mice displayed signifi-
cantly lower freezing compared with wild-type littermates
(independent samples test, t28 = 3.1, P= 0.005). These results
suggest that underlying differences in the innate, footshock-
elicited, defensive freezing reaction were unlikely to account
for the strong between-genotype difference upon context
re-exposure. Using a similar design, with exposure to cue (pretone
vs tone) and genotype as the within- and between-subject
variables, respectively, a significant interaction was also noted
(F1,28 = 8.274, P= 0.008, Figure 2c). Similarly, post-hoc analysis
revealed that, while exposure to the cue elicited large increases in
freezing in both Ahi1+/+ and Ahi1+/− mice, a between-genotype
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Figure 2. Memory and fear learning in the Ahi knockout mouse. (a) Novel object recognition. In this low-stress task, Ahi1+/+ mice displayed
better performance than their Ahi1+/− littermates, as manifested by their superior discrimination ability (ratio of time spent with the novel
object out of total time spent with both objects). *Po0.05. n= 7 (Ahi1+/+), n= 9 (Ahi1+/− ). (b, c) Pavlovian fear conditioning. In these fear-
learning paradigms, Ahi1+/− exhibited a diminished ability to memorize the association between the shock and the context (b) or cue (c).
Although baseline freezing (percentage of time freezing during 30 s) was similar across genotypes (habituation and pretone periods), as was
the magnitude of freezing increment in the immediate postshock period (b), during the test, exposure to the preconditioned context (b) or
cue (tone, c) resulted in freezing responses that were significantly lower in the Ahi1+/− mice compared with Ahi1+/+ littermates, leading to a
significant conditioning state vs genotype interaction. ***Po0.001 compared with the same genotype’s freezing during the prior
conditioning state. ++Po0.01 compared with Ahi1+/+ mice exposed to the conditioned stimulus. n= 15 mice/group. Data are expressed as
mean± s.e.m.

Figure 1. Anxiety vs performance during exposure of the Ahi1 knockout mouse to a novel stressor. (a, b) Thigmotaxis in the open field arena.
(a, upper panel) Track visualizations of typical Ahi1+/+ (left, blue tracing) and Ahi1+/− (right, yellow tracing) mice inside the open field arenas. (a,
lower panel) Heat map visualizations of Ahi1+/+ (left) and Ahi1+/− (right) mice inside the open field arena. For each genotype, all relevant tracks
were merged into one heat map. The color of each pixel represents the mean time subjects located at that specific location. (b) Bar graphs
depicting the proportion (percent) of time that mice from each genotype spent in the center of the open field arena. Compared with Ahi1+/+

mice, Ahi1+/− mice displayed significantly more time in the center when placed in the novel, highly stressogenic open field arena. (c, d)
Thigmotaxis in the first-time swim-to-visible platform task inside a Morris water maze (MWM) arena. (c) Track visualizations of typical Ahi1+/+

and Ahi1+/− mice (upper panel) and heat map visualizations of group means (lower panel) in this task are presented as detailed above. (d) Bar
graphs depicting the proportion (percentage) of time that mice from each genotype spent in the center of the MWM arena. (e, f) First-time
performance in the swim-to-visible platform task. Ahi1+/− mice outperformed their Ahi1+/+ controls in the MWM visible platform escape task,
manifested by the latter’s longer escape latency (e) and marginally longer distance swim (f). (g, h) Velocities during exposure to the novel
stressors. Travelling (g) and swimming (h) velocities were similar across genotypes. *Po0.05. **Po0.01. n= 12 (Ahi1+/+), n= 13 (Ahi1+/− ). Data
are expressed as mean± s.e.m.
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difference was only evident during the tone (independent
samples test, t19.9 = 3.5, P= 0.002).

Relationship between Ahi1 expression and fear learning across the
BXD RI strains
Given the distinct phenotypes observed in Ahi1+/− mice with
respect to fear learning, we attempted to correlate these traits
with physiological variation in neocortical Ahi1 expression,
measured in neonates (P3), in juveniles (P14) and in adults, across

the BXD RI strains. In both developmental neocortical expression
data sets (BIDMC/UTHSC Dev Neocortex P3 and BIDMC/UTHSC
Dev Neocortex P14) and in the corresponding adult data set
(HQF BXD Neocortex P60), we identified two probes for Ahi1,
one located in exon 5 and the other in the gene’s 3′UTR. The
latter probe was chosen for further analysis owing to its consis-
tently higher expression (Supplementary Table S1). Expression
profiles measured at each of the three developmental stages were
normally distributed, yet highly variable, across strains (Figures 3a
and b, Supplementary Figure S1a and Supplementary Table S2).

Figure 3. Relationship between Ahi1 expression and fear learning across the BXD recombinant inbred strains. (a, b) Bar graphs depicting the
expression of the Ahi1 3′UTR (untranslated region) probe (y axis, arbitrary units (log2)) across the BXD RI and parent strains assessed in the
neocortex at postnatal days (a) P3 and (b) P14. Note variability in probe expression across strains (2–3-fold range). (c) Pearson’s product–
moment correlation between expression of the Ahi1 3′UTR probe measured at P14 (y axis) vs P3 (x axis). Note that, although significant, it is
only modest in strength. (d) Bar graph depicting ‘PC_Owen’, the major principal component (PC) derived from three traits related to
contextual fear conditioning reported by Owen et al.53 across adult mice from 23 RI strains. Note that PC trait is highly variable across strains.
(e–g) Pearson’s product–moment correlations between ‘PC_Owen’ (y axis) and expression of the Ahi1 3′UTR probes (x axis) measured at (e) P3,
(f) P14 and (g) P60. Only strains for which both expression and behavioral data were available were entered into the correlation. Note the
strong, highly significant correlation between contextual fear learning in adulthood and Ahi1 expression in neonates. Fear learning was not
correlated with Ahi1 expression in adulthood and only marginally correlated with Ahi1 expression in juveniles. (h) Bar graph depicting
‘PC_Philip’, the major PC derived from six traits related to contextual and cued fear conditioning reported by Philip et al.54 across adult mice
from 60 RI strains. (i–k) Pearson’s product–moment correlations between ‘PC_Philip’ (y axis) and expression of the Ahi1 3′UTR probes (x axis)
measured at (i) P3, (j) P14 and (k) P60. Note that cued fear learning in adult mice was moderately correlated with the neonatal expression
profile of Ahi1 and weakly correlated with the adult profile. Notice that although the correlations between Ahi1 expression and PC_Philip were
negative, the traits reported by Philip et al.54 reflect activity upon presentation of the conditioned stimulus, while those reported by Owen
et al.53 reflect freezing. Hence, correlations between Ahi1 expression and fear conditioning in these two reports point to the same biological
direction, so that strains exhibiting lower neocortical Ahi1 expression tend to perform worse on these associative learning paradigms. The
data in the bar graphs depict mean± s.e.m. calculated over samples from each individual RI strain. For sample sizes, please refer to individual
reports.53,54
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Moreover, while expression profiles at P3 and P14 were modestly
correlated across strains (rpearson = 0.446, P= 0.002, Figure 3c),
they were weakly correlated with the P60 expression profile
(Supplementary Figures 1b and c), suggesting that (i) signifi-
cant changes in Ahi1 expression occur upon maturation of
the brain and (ii) these changes themselves are variable across
strains.
Using a predefined keyword search across the BXD Published

Phenotypes Database, we identified four independent scientific
reports measuring contextual and cued fear conditioning53–56

(Supplementary Tables S3 and S4). Principal component (PC)
analysis revealed single PCs accounting for 465% of the
variability in the traits reported by Owen et al.53 (PC_Owen
derived from three traits related to contextual conditioning,
Figure 3d and Supplementary Table S5), by Philip et al.54

(PC_Philip derived from six traits related to contextual and cued
conditioning, Figure 3h and Supplementary Table S6) and by
Brigman et al.55 (PC_ Brigman derived from three traits related to
contextual and cued conditioning, Supplementary Table S7). There
was only one relevant trait reported by Yang et al.56 (10901_Yang).
PC_Philip and PC_Brigman were the only significantly inter-
correlated PCs (Supplementary Table S8), suggesting considerable
intra-strain differences across the four reports.
Three of the abovementioned reports recorded data on at least

10 strains that were also represented in the relevant neocortical
expression data sets.53–56 Although a strong, highly significant
correlation across strains was noted between PC_Owen and the
P3 Ahi1 expression profile (rpearson = 0.735, Praw = 0.001,
Padj = 0.009), PC_Owen’s correlation with the P14 profile, which
was only moderate, did not withstand correction for multiple
testing (rpearson = 0.516, Praw = 0.041, Padj = 0.092, Figures 3e and f,
respectively). PC_Owen and the P60 Ahi1 expression profile were
not correlated at all (rpearson = 0.070, Praw = 0.790, Figure 3g). With
respect to PC_Philip, a significant correlation across strains with
the P3 Ahi1 expression profile was noted (rpearson =− 0.418,
Praw = 0.011, Padj = 0.0495, Figure 3i). PC_Philip’s correlations with
the P14 and P60 profiles were non-significant (rpearson =− 0.305,
Praw = 0.039, Padj = 0.092 and rpearson =− 0.079, Praw = 0.645,
Figures 3j and k, respectively). A detailed summary of Pearson’s
product–moment and Spearman rank-order correlations between
the Ahi1 expression profiles and fear conditioning traits is
provided in Supplementary Tables S9 and S10. Notably, although
the correlations between Ahi1 expression and PC_Philip were
negative, the traits reported by Philip et al.54 depict activity upon
presentation of the conditioned stimulus, while those reported by
Owen et al.53 relate to freezing. Hence, correlations between Ahi1
expression and fear conditioning in these two reports point
essentially to the same biological direction, so that strains
exhibiting lower neocortical Ahi1 expression tend to perform
worse on these associative learning paradigms. Finally, hierarch-
ical regression analysis revealed that while Ahi1 expression at P3
predicted 48% and 23% of the total variance in PC_Owen and
PC_Philip, respectively, addition of the P14 and P60 time points to
the earlier one did not improve model strength (Supplementary
Tables S11 and S12). These data suggest that Ahi1 expression level
during early neurodevelopment may be a critical determinant of
fear-learning performance in adulthood.

QTLs modulating Ahi1 expression and fear learning across the BXD
RI strains
Given the implied role of Ahi1 expression levels during early
neurodevelopment in determining associative learning in adult-
hood, we next performed an eQTL analysis of Ahi1, as measured
within the P3 neocortical expression data set, by computing
linkage maps across the entire genome. A trans-eQTL with a
maximum logarithm of odds score of 4.59, well above the whole-
genome significance cutoff of 3.80, was mapped to Chr1:

69.048453, (Figures 4a–c and Supplementary Figure S3). This
locus harbors an intronic single-nucleotide polymorphism
(rs6312657) within the ErbB4 gene that varies across the BXD
progeny. The DD genotype was associated with mean Ahi1 levels
that were roughly ~ 35% higher compared with the BB genotype
(t41 = 5.1, Po0.0005, Figure 4d). The PC_Owen, PC_Philip and
PC_Brigman traits included strain-specific data that partially
overlapped the rs6312657-genotyped data set, so that at least
eight phenotyped mice could be grouped into each homozygous
genotype category (Supplementary Table S13). Notably, out of
these PC traits, rs6312657 polymorphisms were associated with
significant differences in PC_Brigman, so that strains carrying the
DD genotype displayed enhanced fear learning compared with
BB carriers (t18 = 2.687, Praw = 0.015, Padj = 0.045, Figure 4e and
Supplementary Table S14).
Next, we sought to determine whether expression of other

relevant genes during neocortical development is also modulated
by the same locus that regulates Ahi1 expression. eQTL analysis of
the entire BIDMC/UTHSC Dev Neocortex P3 data set revealed 41
transcripts that have a single best eQTL (trans-eQTL in all cases)
that can be mapped to the Chr1: 69.048453 locus with logarithm
of odds scores43.80 (Supplementary Table S15). Among those 41
transcripts, enrichment analysis revealed significant over-
representation of a subset of seven genes involved in key
biological processes such as neuron development (GO:0048666,
Praw = 5.38 × 10− 11, Padj = 1.38 × 10− 8), neuron differentia-
tion (GO:0030182, Praw = 2.95 × 10− 10, Padj = 2.53 × 10− 8) and
cell projection organization (GO:0030030, Praw = 2.22 × 10− 10,
Padj = 2.53 × 10− 8 (Figure 4f and Supplementary Table S16).
Notably, besides Ahi1, coded by these seven genes are proteins
such as Hap1, which forms, together with Ahi1, a stable protein
complex that is critical during early brain development, and may
be involved in emotional regulation.57–59 Finally, using a heat map
visualization that facilitates detection of common QTLs for sets of
traits, sharing of suggestive and significant QTLs, other than at
Chr1: 69.048453, was observed (i) among the subset of seven
genes; and (ii) between these genes and the fear conditioning
traits (Figure 4g).

Studies of functional brain networks
Given the recently proposed placement of brain connectivity as an
‘intermediate phenotype’ positioned between genetics and
behavior,6 together with the long-lasting effects that naturally
occurring or genetically manipulated variations in Ahi1 expression
exert in terms of cognitive-emotional outcomes, we next
attempted to determine the effects of reduced Ahi1 expression,
evident in the Ahi1 knockout mouse, on the topology of whole-
brain functional networks. The nodes depicted in these networks
were based on 27 preselected ROIs (Supplementary Table S17).

Small-world organization of resting-state brain networks. The
small-world index of a network is defined as the ratio of the
global clustering coefficient to the mean shortest path length,
after both metrics have been standardized by comparing their
values to those in equivalent random networks.4 Networks were
evaluated across connection densities greater than the minimal
density of 0.34, at which all nodes were connected for the first
time. Whole-brain networks of both Ahi1+/+ and Ahi1+/− mice had
clustering coefficients that were higher than those expected in
random networks, while having shortest path lengths similar to
random networks. This pattern resulted in small-world indices
greater than one across densities (Supplementary Figures S4a–c).
However, between-genotype differences in these global network
metrics were non-significant (Supplementary Figures S4d–f). As
expected, when the connection density was increased, the small-
world index σ monotonically declined toward an asymptotic value
of 1. For densities40.50, we found that σ⩽ 1.2, indicating that the
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brain networks were becoming topologically indistinguishable
from random graphs. Thus we identified the range of densities
0.34⩽ d≤ 0.50 as the regime associated with small-world proper-
ties of fully connected functional networks.

Assortative organization of resting-state brain networks. The
assortativity coefficient (α) is the Pearson correlation coefficient
of degree between pairs of linked nodes46 (Supplementary Figures
S5a and b). Quantified for each individual functional network, α
was distributed normally across mice (Supplementary Table S18).
At minimum network density (d= 0.34), α ranged between
0.01 and 0.56. Notably, although the total number of edges
(that is, connections) is identical when networks are held at

same densities, individual differences in assortativity produced
strikingly different topologies. Although these differences are
most prominent graphically when nodes were positioned accord-
ing to their degree metrics and edges were binarized (Figures 5a
and b), anatomical and heat map visualizations of these same
networks, in which edges depict the weighted strength of
the functional connections, convey additional information. In the
individual networks presented, the non-assortative network
displays strong intra-cortical connections, with moderate long-
range functional connections between rostral and caudal struc-
tures (Figures 5c and e). On the other hand, while the assortative
network displays dense mesolimbic connections, long-range
rostrocaudal connections are sparse (Figures 5d and f). Beyond

Figure 4. Mapping quantitative trait loci (QTLs) that modulate Ahi1 expression and fear conditioning. (a–c) The major QTL controlling the
expression of Ahi1 in the neocortex during early neonatal life, identified by interval mapping the Ahi1 probe (ILMN_2813712) from the BIDMC/
UTHSC Dev Neocortex P3 database against dense genotype data for 43 BXD RI strains. Plots show interval maps for the whole genome (a), for
Chr 1 (b) and for the maximal QTL region on chromosome 1 at 66–72 Mb (c). The x axis represents the physical map of the chromosome(s); the
y axis and thick blue line provide the logarithm of odds (LOD) score of the association between Ahi1 expression and the genotypes of markers.
The two horizontal lines are the suggestive (gray) and significance (pink) thresholds computed using 5000 permutations. The secondary lines
indicate whether C57BL/6J (red) or DBA/2J (green) alleles increase Ahi1 expression values. The additive effect of these alleles is quantified
using the green scale on the far right of the plot, which represents normalized log2 expression values. Yellow bars (in panels b and c) indicate
results of a bootstrap analysis evaluating approximate confidence limits of QTL peaks. Orange lines show single-nucleotide polymorphism
density. Color bars above the thick blue line denote actual gene locations. Note position of the ErbB4 and Mtap2 genes. (d, e) Effect plots of
marker rs6312657 (Chr 1 at 69.048453 Mb) on the expression of Ahi1 in the neocortex during early neonatal life (d) and on fear conditioning
during adulthood (PC_Brigman, e). Notice higher phenotypic means for the D allele when compared with the B allele. This difference is
significant and therefore results in the presence of a single QTL modulating both traits. *Po0.05, ****Po0.0005. (f) Enrichment analysis based
on GO terms among 41 transcripts that have a single best trans-eQTL that can be mapped to the Chr1: 69.048453 locus with LOD scores
43.80. Only biological processes are depicted. Bubbles are color-coded according to the false-discovery rate-adjusted log10 P-value of
category-enriched genes relative to the whole mouse genome. Significance ranges from ~2×10− 8 (blue) to ~ 2 × 10− 5 (red). The x and y
coordinates depict semantic similarities among GO terms. (g) QTL ‘heat map’ of LOD scores, with red indicating modulation by DBA/2J alleles
and blue indicating modulation by C57BL/6J alleles. More intense colors mark chromosomal regions with comparatively high linkage
statistics. Only loci with LOD scores 4(0.5 × suggestive threshold) are color-coded. The individual traits are run side by side to enable easy
detection of common and unique QTLs. Seven transcripts involved in neuronal development, differentiation and projections and four fear-
conditioning traits (Supplementary Tables S16 and S8, respectively) are displayed. The genome location is shown along the long axis of the
map, marker by marker. As it is intended for qualitative assessment, only two representative chromosomes (1 and 2) are depicted. Notice that
sharing of QTLs among the subset of seven transcripts and between them and the fear conditioning traits is evident not only at the significant
Chr1: 69.048453 QTL (pink arrow) but also at several other suggestive (or near-suggestive) QTLs (gray arrows).
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qualitative examination of individual networks with different
assortativity coefficients, graph-based analysis can provide valu-
able quantitative information that enables direct between-group
comparisons. On a group level, Ahi1+/− mice displayed an

assortative mixing pattern whereas the topology of the Ahi1+/+

mice was virtually non-assortative (Figure 5g). This difference
remained significant across densities (bootstrap for independent
samples test, P= 0.016–0.058, PAUC = 0.026, Figure 5h).

Figure 5. For caption please refer page 892.
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Hierarchical organization of resting-state brain networks. The
hierarchy coefficient (β) depicts the power–law relationship
between each node’s local clustering and degree metrics across
the entire network47 (Supplementary Figure S5c). Quantified per
each individual functional network, hierarchy was inversely
correlated with assortativity across mice (r=− 0.695, Po0.001,
Supplementary Figure S5d). At minimum network density
(d= 0.34), β ranged between − 0.45 and 0.42. Again, while these
differences are most conspicuous when presented in graph format
(Figures 6a and b), anatomical and heat map visualizations
of these same networks revealed that compared with the
dis-hierarchical one, the hierarchical network displays strong
local intra-cortical connections with prominent corticolimbic and
mesocortical anticorrelations (Figures 6c–f). Beyond quantification
of individual network hierarchies (Figures 6g and h), graph-based
group estimates revealed that while Ahi1+/+ mice displayed a
hierarchical network topology (mean β= 0.16, 95% confidence
interval (CI) 0.07–0.25), their Ahi1+/− littermates displayed a
non-hierarchical pattern (mean β=− 0.06, 95% CI − 0.19 to 0.09).
The resulting between-group difference was significant when
hierarchy was measured in networks held at minimum density
(bootstrap for independent samples test, P= 0.022) as well as in
networks derived from parameter area under the curve-averaged
across densities (same test, P= 0.019).

Regional functional connectivity of the SC. Important brain
regions (hubs) often interact with many other regions, facilitate
functional integration and have a key role in network resilience to
insult. Measures of node centrality variously assess importance of
individual nodes on the above criteria. Nodal degree is one of the
most common measures of centrality and has a straightforward
neurobiological interpretation: nodes with a high degree are
interacting, structurally or functionally, with many other nodes in
the network.5 As the superior colliculi (SC) serve as relative hubs
both in the non-assortative as well as in the assortative network
(pink nodes in Figure 5), and given their unique roles in the
processing of sensory information,60 we next attempted to
compare differences in the SC’s nodal degree between wild-type
mice and Ahi1+/− littermates. Using a one-way multivariate
analysis of variance with the right and left SC as the dependent
variables, we detected a statistically significant difference between
genotypes on the combined end point (F[2,24] = 3.514, P= 0.046;
Wilks’ Λ= 0.774; partial η2 = 0.226), suggesting that the SC could
serve as an example for the association between Ahi1 under-
expression and distinct spatial patterns of functional connectivity.

DISCUSSION
We have reported a composite effort to link early variations in the
expression of the neurodevelopmental gene Ahi1 to long-term
effects on functional brain networks and cognitive-emotional
phenotypes. Our behavioral findings suggest that under test
conditions which bring forth their stress-resilient phenotype
(swim-to-visible-platform) but do not present a significant
cognitive load, Ahi1+/− mice outperform their Ahi1+/+ compara-
tors. However, under test conditions that obviate between-
genotype stress-related differences, as is the case with the NORT
(minimal stress) and fear conditioning paradigms (bypass stress
resilience), Ahi1+/− mice display consistent cognitive deficits.
These findings were corroborated by quantifying neonatal
expression × adult behavior correlations and neonatal eQTL ×
adult QTL relationships, using a comprehensive neuroinformatic
database of RI mouse strains, in which Ahi1 expression is
measured as a continuum at several developmental points. Finally,
using resting-state fMRI we demonstrated that whole-brain
functional networks in Ahi1+/− mice display strikingly different
properties in terms of their assortative and hierarchical organiza-
tion compared with Ahi1+/+ littermates.
Introducing rodents into a novel environment causes a significant

stress response.61 In such situations, rodents are often inclined to
mainly explore the peripheral zones. The tendency to remain near
the walls, thigmotaxis, serves as a reliable ethological index of
anxiety.62 In a new cohort of young adult mice, we have replicated
our previous finding regarding the anxiolytic-like phenotype
manifested by Ahi1+/− mice under neophobic conditions.31 Imposing
forced activity, such as forced swimming, likewise induces a profound
stress response in rodents.63 Not surprisingly, when faced for the first
time with the combination of forced swimming and a novel
environment, such as in the MWM, mice display strongly thigmotactic
behavior. Thigmotaxis and anxiety have been negatively correlated
with performance in this scenario. For instance, relative to males,
naive female rats displayed higher anxiety and inferior performance
in swimming to a visible platform of a MWM owing to strongly
thigmotactic swimming.36 Hence, it is plausible that the Ahi1+/− mice
outperformed their Ahi1+/+ controls in this straightforward, learning-
independent task by virtue of their relative stress resilience.
Rodents have a tendency to interact more with a novel object

than with a familiar object. This tendency has been used to
study learning and memory.64 In fact, the NORT is not only very
sensitive and capable of detecting subtle differences in memory
(discrimination) but also in exploratory performance.65 As a
consequence, it is susceptible to potential biases owing to
neophobic stress. By choosing a small apparatus with which the

Figure 5. Assortative organization of whole-brain functional networks. (a–f) Examples of functional networks derived from individual mice
held at minimum density (d= 0.34). (a, b) Schematic visualizations of non-assortative (a, α= 0.01) and highly assortative (b, α= 0.56) networks.
Node position along the y axis corresponds to nodal degree. Edges are binarized. Note that, while in the assortative network nodes tended to
preferentially connect to other nodes with a similar degree, connections in the non-assortative network seem random in that sense. Moreover,
although the total number of edges is identical in both networks, the difference in assortativity gives rise to strikingly different topologies.
(c, d) Anatomical visualizations of these same networks, viewed from the horizontal and sagittal planes (top and bottom images, respectively).
These images were produced with weighted edges, which depict the strength of the functional connections. Edge colors correspond to the
Fisher-transformed Z-score of the correlation coefficient between each pair of connected nodes (see color bar to the right). Only the top 34%
of connections, in terms of their absolute Z-score, are depicted. Nodes are color-coded according to the different brain regions that they
represent: Dark green, cortical regions; light blue, striatum; marine blue, putamen; light green, amygdala; olive, hippocampus; pink, midbrain
structures; red, mammillary bodies. (e, f) Heat maps of the adjacency matrices derived from these same networks, using the same Z-score color
bar as above. Regions of interest are presented according to their anatomical position along the rostrocaudal axis, so that the most rostral are
assigned numbers 1 and 2 and the most caudal 26 and 27. (g) Changes in network assortativity as a function of network density. Mean
network assortativity for Ahi1+/+ and Ahi1+/− mice (blue and yellow, respectively) are depicted across densities within the small-world regime.
Note that Ahi1+/− mice displayed an assortative pattern across densities, compared with a non-assortative topology displayed by Ahi1+/+ mice.
(f) Between-genotype differences in network assortativity as a function of network density. The 95% confidence intervals and between-group
differences in assortativity are depicted. The red * marker shows the difference between Ahi1+/− and Ahi1+/+ networks; thus * signs falling
above the confidence intervals indicate densities in which Ahi1+/− mean network assortativity is significantly higher than Ahi1+/+. Relative to
the Ahi1+/+ networks, the assortativity coefficients of the Ahi1+/− networks were significantly higher across almost all densities. n= 13 (Ahi1+/+),
n= 12 (Ahi1+/− ).
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Figure 6. For caption please refer page 894.
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animals have been familiarized with during pretraining, the OF
situation that evokes anxiety and stress-related behaviors such as
thigmotaxis can be minimized.50 Thus the minimal amount of
exploration required for stable discrimination performance is
achieved.65 Under such circumstances, it is plausible that a
genetically determined ‘advantage’ of a knockout mouse, in terms
of stress resilience and exploratory performance, could be
minimized. In this task, Ahi1+/+ mice outperformed their Ahi1+/−

littermates. The superior performance of Ahi1+/+ mice in the NORT,
as opposed to their inferior performance in the MWM, may thus
be due to fundamental differences in these two tasks in terms of
the skills required (learning vs exploration and agility) and the
stress imposed (low vs high).
As opposed to the above-mentioned paradigms, in which

performance can be interpreted in a relatively straight-forward
manner, deciphering what underlies the marked reduction of fear
memory retrieval in Ahi1+/− mice in the context and cued fear
conditioning paradigms is more challenging. The immediate foot-
shock-induced freezing response serves as an innate defense
mechanism when animals are presented with a sudden nocicep-
tive stimulus and has been used as a model for assessing
anxiolytic drugs.66 Thus our results showing similar between-
genotype freezing in the immediate postshock period of the
training phase suggest that an ability to experience anxiety is
preserved in Ahi1+/− mice. Notably, it was recently suggested that
this immediate response is primarily elicited through the spino-
parabrachio-amygdaloid pathway.67 In this way, pain could
elicit direct amygdalar activation, obviating the need for intact
corticolimbic circuitry. To this end, we have previously demon-
strated that corticolimbic disconnectivity could underlie the stress-
resilient phenotype evident when Ahi1+/− mice are exposed to
environmental threats.31 We have also shown that pentylenete-
trazole and caffeine, which are presumed to induce direct
activation of the amygdala, brought about similar increases in
serum corticosterone in both genotypes. Thus it seems reasonable
to assume that when cortical deficits in threat detection are
bypassed, through either nociception or pharmacological manipu-
lation, Ahi1+/− mice retain an inherent ability to ‘feel’ anxious.
In contrast to immediate foot-shock-induced freezing, fear

conditioning involves the pairing of a neutral stimulus with an
aversive, unconditioned stimulus (US).52 The neutral stimulus
initially elicits no emotional reaction, but after repeated pairings
with the US, the neutral stimulus becomes a conditioned stimulus
signaling imminent US onset and inducing anxiety associated with
the anticipation of the aversive US. Fear conditioning is generally
an adaptive and self-preserving form of associative learning. As
such, it is recognized as a robust model system to investigate the
neurobiological mechanisms of learning and memory in the
mammalian brain. Although responding to the US largely depends
on ascending spinal pathways, learning to associate it with the
conditioned stimulus requires the participation of additional
circuits, including the hippocampus and entorhinal, perirhinal
and cingulate cortices. In fact, based on c-Fos immunoreactivity,
the degree of freezing to conditioned context and tone has

recently been correlated with activation of the entorhinal cortex,
hippocampus (granule cell layer) and lateral amygdala.68

Given the previously demonstrated functional disconnectivity
between the amygdala, ventral hippocampus and entorhinal cortex
that characterizes the Ahi1+/− mice, our fear conditioning results
could be viewed as a cognitive deficit attributed to such
disconnectivity. This view is supported by the underperformance
of Ahi1+/− mice in the NORT, as the most essential brain structures
implicated in this cognitive task are also the hippocampus and
rhinal cortices.69 Notably, in a recent study of mice with deletion of
Rapgef6, another schizophrenia-related gene, the authors also
attributed an anxiolytic-like phenotype, along with deficits in fear
conditioning, to impaired hippocampal and amygdalar function.70

Although in our case this interpretation is well justified, others are
plausible. Fear conditioning has long been implicated in the
pathogenesis of stress-related psychopathology.71 In fact, higher
conditionability has been associated with development of patho-
logical anxiety.72 In this sense, the decreased conditioning response
of the Ahi1+/− mice could (also) be viewed as a form of resilience.
Across mammals, Ahi1 expression is critical for normal cortical

development. In humans, homozygous AHI1 mutations have been
shown to impair neuronal migration, giving rise to aberrant cortical
architecture.73 In mice, loss of Ahi1 affected early development by
impairing neuronal differentiation22 and cortical axonal decussation.74

As major cortical inputs are implicated in associative learning, it is
plausible to assume that physiological variation in Ahi1 expression
during neurodevelopment exerts long-lasting effects on the efficiency
of this cognitive domain. To this end, the findings obtained from the
neuroinformatic analysis, suggesting significant correlations across the
BXD RI strains between neocortical Ahi1 expression and fear
conditioning to both context and cue, provide independent support
for the data obtained from our Ahi1 knockout model.75

This neuroinformatic analysis also supports further insights. Our
knockout mouse, much like other genetic models, provides a
dichotomous system for exploring the effects of a gene’s altered
expression compared with its ‘natural’ expression. Although
utilization of such models may improve chances to reveal a given
gene’s role, genetic variations that cause more subtle alterations of
gene expression have also been shown to contribute to a wide
range of neuropsychiatric disorders,76 including mood and anxiety
dysregulation.77 Based on such findings, and in line with the
conceptual approach underlying the recently proposed NIH
Research Domain Criteria78 for psychiatric disorders, the correlations
between naturally divergent Ahi1 expression and relevant beha-
vioral traits across the BXD RI strains provide a dimensional rather
than categorical approach for linking gene expression and behavior.
Although, as we have previously shown, the effect of

heterozygous knockout of the Ahi1 gene on protein levels
may be limited to the neonatal period, it could still exert long-
term consequences, manifested by altered behavior and neural
connectivity in adulthood.31 This observation is in line with
previous data, revealing that in Ahi1-null mice morphological brain
anomalies persist into adulthood despite near-normalization of
Ahi1-related signal transduction pathways upon maturation of the
brain.20 The current neuroinformatic analysis consolidates our

Figure 6. Hierarchical organization of whole-brain functional networks. (a–f) Examples of functional networks derived from individual mice
held at minimum density (d= 0.34). (a, b) Schematic visualizations of dis-hierarchical (a) and hierarchical (b) networks. Node position along
the y axis corresponds to nodal degree, while node size corresponds to nodal clustering coefficient. Edges are binarized. Note that, while in
the dis-hierarchical network high-degree nodes are also characterized by high clustering coefficients, a reciprocal relationship is evident in the
hierarchical network. (c, d) Anatomical visualizations of these same networks, viewed from the horizontal and sagittal planes (top and bottom
images, respectively). These images were produced with weighted edges, which depict the strength of the functional connections. Edge
colors correspond to the Fisher-transformed Z-score of the correlation coefficient between each pair of connected nodes (see color bar to the
right). Only the top 34% of connections, in terms of their absolute Z-score, are depicted. Nodes are color-coded as in the previous figure. (e, f)
Heat maps of the adjacency matrices derived from these same networks, based on Z-scores (see color bar). Regions of interest are presented
according to their anatomical position along the rostrocaudal axis. (g, h) The network’s hierarchy coefficient β is quantified by estimating the
inverse of the regression line’s slope. n= 13 (Ahi1+/+), n= 12 (Ahi1+/− ).
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previous results by highlighting that, although neocortical Ahi1
expression across strains could significantly predict the efficacy of
fear learning in adulthood, the major contribution to this
prediction came from the early postnatal expression profile, while
the addition of the juvenile and adult profiles did not increase
prediction strength. This finding is consistent with current
neurodevelopmental theories, suggesting that aberrant expres-
sion during the early postnatal period is sufficient to set in motion
a cascade of events, which leads to long-lasting changes in brain
connectivity and altered anxiety-like behavior throughout life.79,80

The QTL analysis utilizing the BXD RI strains, which revealed that
a single QTL at the Chr1: 69.048453 locus modulated both early
neocortical expression of Ahi1 and fear conditioning in adulthood,
bolsters the significant expression–phenotype correlations noted
above.75 Furthermore, through the identification of additional
transcripts whose early neocortical expression is also tightly
regulated by the same locus, further insights may be proposed. It
has been previously shown that trans-eQTLs associated with
expression of diverse genes can often be localized to common
loci.81 Genes at these loci appear to control the expression of large
numbers of downstream genes, suggesting that they act as
‘master modulatory loci’. In fact, a key master locus that modulates
hundreds of brain transcripts has been identified within the Mtap2
locus, just 1.1 Mb upstream of Ahi1’s major trans-eQTL.82 Mtap2
contains at least seven missense polymorphisms between C57BL/
6J and DBA/2J strains. As Mtap2 is a modestly cis-regulated
transcript, these polymorphisms potentially have a causal role in
regulating the transcripts mapping to the Chr1: 69.048453 locus
during neurodevelopment. Another possibility is that the Chr1:
69.048453 polymorphism, located to ErbB4’s first intron, alters the
latter’s splicing, thereby modulating the expression of relevant
downstream genes. Such an idea seems exciting, given the
mounting evidence linking dysregulated ErbB4 splicing with
abnormal cortical development.83

Notably, irrespective of the exact genetic mechanism respon-
sible for the Chr1: 69.048453 trans-regulation of key transcripts,
the Gene Ontology categories over-represented among these
transcripts include, besides neuron development and differentia-
tion, also the organization of cell projections. Given Ahi1’s
postulated role in organizing neural projections such as the
primary cilium,15,18,19,21,84 it is plausible that a trans-acting element
at, or adjacent to, the Chr1: 69.048453 locus modulates the
expression of a set of genes involved in ciliogenesis. Finally, as this
set of genes share suggestive and significant QTLs, other than at
Chr1: 69.048453, both among themselves as well as with several
fear conditioning traits, preliminary data supporting an association
between early neocortical Ahi1 expression, ciliogenesis and fear
learning during adulthood are provided.
The placement of brain connectivity as a bridge linking genetics

and behavior has been increasingly encouraged.6,78 Regarding
Ahi1, on the one hand, Ahi1-dependent modulation of Wnt
signaling19 is presumed to regulate neuronal migration, axonal
development and synaptogenesis, ultimately shaping wiring of
the brain.85 On the other hand, differential Ahi1 expression has
been implicated in schizophrenia29 and autism30 in humans and in
distinct cognitive-emotional deficits in mice,31,59,86 with conver-
gent findings suggesting that these disorders are associated with
specific disturbances of network connectivity.6 To this end, while
using a seed-voxel analysis of resting-state fMRI data we
previously demonstrated that Ahi1+/− mice display functional
corticolimbic disconnectivity,31 a more comprehensive approach
to study brain wiring would be to analyze the data in a form of
network models.6 Thus brain connectivity can be abstracted to a
graph of nodes, representing brain regions, linked by edges,
representing functional interaction between nodes. Such a
representation brings connectomic data into the realm of graph
theory, affording a rich repertoire of mathematical tools and
concepts that can be used to characterize diverse properties of

brain networks.8 Specifically, quantifying network topology
enables one to generate predictive models regarding the
functional consequences attributed to the gene or disorder in
question.9 Although utilization of graph theory to the study of
resting-state functional networks in inbred mice has recently been
reported using fMRI,87 to the best of our knowledge our current
analysis provides the first reported implementation of this
approach in the context of genetically modified mouse models.
Originally described in social networks, the ‘small-world’

property, a prominent measure of global network topology,
combines high levels of local clustering with short path lengths
that globally link all nodes of the network. Recent brain imaging
studies have demonstrated that the human brain’s structural and
functional networks have small-world properties,4 supporting the
rapid real-time integration of information across segregated
sensory brain regions. These features confer resilience against
pathological attacks and maximize efficiency at a minimal cost for
effective information processing between different brain
regions.88 Although reports of resting-state functional networks
in rodents are sparse, recent evidence from rats suggests that
obtaining small-world coefficients may guarantee that the net-
works are indeed biologically plausible.89 In line with other recent
reports,90–92 the current fMRI-based graph analysis provides
evidence regarding the feasibility of generating resting-state
functional networks with small-world properties within the mouse
brain. Notably, both Ahi1+/+ and Ahi1+/− mice demonstrated
small-world properties, most prominent at lower network
densities. Nonetheless, small-worldness of brain networks has
been a consistent observation, irrespective of illness status,93

suggesting that key aspects of brain organization are highly
conserved even in the presence of neurodevelopmental disorders
with profound effects on complex brain functions.94

Our observation that in Ahi1+/+ mice whole-brain resting-state
functional networks tend to be hierarchical corresponds well with
previous studies in humans.95 The hubs of hierarchical networks
are highly connected but have low clustering; they are mainly
connected to nodes that are not otherwise connected to each
other. This architecture supports highly efficient information
processing and executive-report relationships between nodes
while conserving wiring costs.47 Moreover, the weighted con-
nectivity graphs and adjacency matrices imply that reciprocal
relationships between cortical and non-cortical regions, mani-
fested as negative (anti) correlations, may be more prominent in
the hierarchical configuration. In line with recently published
data,96,97 these findings suggest that hierarchical topology may be
associated with a ‘division of labor’ between several networks.
Thus the differential network organization of Ahi1+/− mice, which
varied predominantly between non- and dis-hierarchical topolo-
gies and lacked significant negative correlations, could underlie
their underperformance in tasks relying on efficient information
processing. Remarkably, similar findings suggesting lower hier-
archy of structural cortical networks have recently been attributed
to patients with schizophrenia,94 a putatively neurodevelopmental
disorder marked by impairments in cognition and information
processing, and also associated with AHI1 polymorphisms.24,25

The hubs of an assortative network are highly connected to
each other. Compared with non-assortative topology, this
organization offers robustness against random or targeted
removal of hubs.46 Our results, showing that on average individual
assortativity coefficients in Ahi1+/− mice were significantly higher
than in Ahi1+/+ mice, parallel findings in schizophrenia patients
contrasted with healthy volunteers.94 These results could imply
that functional brain networks in Ahi1+/− mice are more resilient
when facing pathological attacks. Although in graph theory the
term ‘attacks’ refers to the removal of vertices, acute environ-
mental stress is often seen as an ethologically valid form of a
‘behavioral attack’.98 Should this conceptual gap between ‘attack’
nuances in the graph theory vs behavioral fields prove negotiable,
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it could be argued that the Ahi1+/− mouse displays a multi-faceted
resilient phenotype, manifested in terms of brain network
topology as well as behavior. Notably, individual differences in
personality traits have recently been associated with topological
metrics of whole-brain functional networks. Specifically, the
cortical networks of extraverts suggested a configuration that
favors a higher arousal threshold and higher levels of arousal
tolerance.99 Finally, the weighted graphs imply that in the
assortative configuration which characterizes the Ahi1+/− mouse,
mesolimbic connections could possibly emerge at the expense of
long-distance functional connections. Notably, such a trade-off
has been implicated in the pathogenesis of brain disorders that
are associated with metabolic distress.88

Although global network measures capture important char-
acteristics related to overall efficiency and robustness, it was
recently argued that they should be supplemented by the more
fine-grained local measures of network topology.100 To this end,
the data suggesting that functional connectivity of the SC, as
assessed by the node-degree parameter, is significantly altered in
mice underexpressing the Ahi1 gene, complement the differences
observed in global network topology. These midbrain structures
have a major role in processing information necessary for spatial
locomotion and sensory-guided navigation,101 and are also
involved in the modulation of avoidance and escape
behavior,102 all of which are highly relevant components during
the swim-to-visible platform task. In this regard, the striking
differences between our functional model and wild-type controls
in terms of escape latency and thigmotaxis (avoidance of open
places), when presented with an immediate sense of danger,
could theoretically be explained by a differential layout of visual
maps that is caused by subtle differences in Ahi1 expression.
Although this speculation obviously needs further validation using
direct in vivo recordings, it seems highly attractive, given the
recent compelling data implicating a SC-mediated orientation bias
in computational processes related to avoidance and escape
maneuvers. Specifically, following the hypothesis generated by
Ahmadlou and Heimel,60 it could be argued that the superior
performance displayed by the Ahi1+/− mouse in locating the
escape platform could be the result of altered gaze towards, and/
or detection of, critical visual stimuli located in the arena center,
while the mouse engages in thigmotactic radial motion. To this
end, and although direct evidence linking Ahi1 expression with
layering of the SC has not been examined, preliminary support for
such a role could be drawn from data based on a different
Ahi1-related functional model, which suggests that in utero
induction of Ahi1 overexpression leads to abnormal cortical
layering (unpublished data).
The current work uses different methodological approaches to

unravel the neurodevelopmental mechanisms that are under
study. Thus behavioral experiments in rodents are complemented
by functional imaging and graph-theory-based analysis. Moreover,
we took advantage of comprehensive online data sets to seek
support for some of our key findings.103 Thereby, we were able to
corroborate and extend our original functional data. Moreover, the
approach employed in the construction of large expression data
sets, such as those provided by GeneNetwork,39 treats gene
expression as a continuous variable across RI strains, rather than as
a categorical one (knockout model). Hence, we believe that using
these complementary, yet conceptually distinct, approaches
enhanced our ability to propose mechanistic insights.
A limitation of the current study relates to the non-trivial

relationship between structural and functional brain connectivity.4

Structural networks represent anatomical wiring diagrams. In
contrast, functional networks represent patterns of activity
correlations that do not necessarily coincide with direct neuronal
communication. Although assuming a role for Ahi1 in emerging
structural connections seems relatively straightforward, given its
postulated role in neuronal migration and primary cilia

development, the current graph-based analysis is based on
measures of functional connectivity. Nonetheless, convergent
findings indicate that the brain’s structural and functional
networks are intimately related and share common topological
features.4,96 Moreover, Ahi1 could also directly modulate the
strengths of functional connections through its putative roles in
ciliogenesis84 and Wnt-mediated synaptogenesis.104 Supporting
this hypothesis, recent evidence suggests that loss of Ahi1 impairs
neurotransmitter release.59 Future studies conducting topological
comparisons between anatomical and functional connections will
help delineate the mechanisms through which Ahi1 affects wiring
of the brain. Another possible shortcoming related to the
generation of functional networks is the relatively small number
of nodes used. However, while networks that are comprised of
hundreds, or even thousands, of nodes may be ideal for
quantifying global metrics and for the detection of subtle
between-group differences, basic configurations can also be
readily visualized in networks comprised of only several dozens of
nodes.47,94 Nevertheless, replication of our findings using larger
networks is warranted and should be made feasible in the near
future given the tremendous advances in imaging technology.
Finally, the use of isoflurane anesthesia during acquisition of
functional data has recently been debated. However, a recent
report suggested that, even though local functional properties
could become reorganized under isoflurane anesthesia in rats,
global topological features were preserved.105 Moreover, another
recent report indicating that the use of isoflurane does not mask
network information43 bolsters the validity of our methodology.
A major limitation of the current study is the lack of direct

functional data assessing the long-term effects of reduced Ahi1
expression in specific brain regions and during specific develop-
mental stages. Investigating the long-term effects exerted by
temporal expression profiles of specific genes has been the focus
of several studies employing heterozygous knockout models for
neurodevelopmental genes. For instance, mice with heterozygous
knockout of GAP-43, a gene involved in some forms of neural
plasticity,106 display a significant decrease in the corresponding
protein levels in newborns, with a gradual convergence to near-
normal protein levels in later life.107 In line with this observation,
we had previously shown that in our current functional model,
Ahi1 protein levels in the adult mouse brain did not differ
between wild types and Ahi1 heterozygous knockouts.31 However,
in neonates, when Ahi1 expression is presumably at its peak,15,74

protein levels were significantly lower in the Ahi1+/− mice. Thus
we argue that our model does recapitulate, albeit to a limited
extent, the ‘essence’ of temporal conditionality, as the striking
differences in both network topology and behavior during
adulthood could be demonstrated (long) after the initial
differences in Ahi1 expression had already subsided. Moreover,
while manipulating Ahi1 expression across several regions would
be a most informative approach to delineating the spatial roles of
Ahi1, we argue that the data suggesting that functional
connectivity of the SC is significantly altered in mice under-
expressing the Ahi1 gene provide additional evidence linking
alterations in Ahi1 expression with spatial phenotypes and
possibly also with visually based information processing and
behavior. Nonetheless, future generation of spatiotemporal
conditional knockout models is highly warranted, as it will likely
stimulate new insights into Ahi1-related cognitive and emotional
developmental trajectories.
Finally, although we have attempted to depict a cascade linking

gene expression, brain wiring and behavior through multiple lines
of evidence, a phenotype at the neuronal level could provide
another important link. However, while full Ahi1 knockout results
in striking histological phenotypes,20 in our mouse model, which is
based on moderate reduction of Ahi1 expression, we expect
neuronal phenotypes to be subtle. To this end, and given Ahi1’s
postulated role in the assembly of subcellular components such as
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the primary cilium,19 together with the data from the eQTL-based
enrichment analysis, electron microscopic studies in neuronal
cultures could shed valuable light on further links in this
developmental cascade.
A central idea emanating from the current work is that

physiological variation in the expression of genes that are co-
regulated and function together during neurodevelopment may
eventually be translated into distinct intermediate phenotypes
along a continuum of metrics depicting network topology. Within
this framework, it seems that the brain’s connectome may not be
optimized to maximize advantageous topological properties,88

such as hierarchy or assortativity. Instead, we propose that brain
network organization could be the result of an adaptive trade-off
between efficiency of the brain network and its resilience.
Ultimately, and possibly a consequence of the former, a
compound behavioral phenotype along a cognitive-emotional
continuum may crystallize, expressing varying levels of cognitive
performance and stress resilience. Extrapolating from this
hypothesis, and in line with recent theoretical models,88 it could
be proposed that impairments in cognitive function and/or
emotional regulation that characterize neuropsychiatric disorders
may reflect genetically mediated effects on those global proper-
ties of brain networks that are crucial for integrative processing
and adaptive behavior.
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